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ON THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF A FINITE

MODULAR /»-GROUP

RICHARD  M.   DAVITT  AND  ALBERT D.  OTTO

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that if G is a finite non-

Abelian modular /»-group (p>2), then the order of G divides the

order of the automorphism group of G.

In recent years there have been a number of papers exploring the

relationships between the order of a finite /»-group and the order of its

automorphism group. In particular many of these have shown that for a

certain class of finite /»-groups, the order of the group divides the order of

the automorphism group ([1], [2], [3], [4], [8]). We recall that a group G

is modular if the lattice of subgroups of G is modular. It is the purpose

of this paper to show that if G is a non-Abelian modular/?-group (p>2),

then the order of G divides the order of the automorphism group of G.

The following notation is used: G is a finite/?-group wherep is an odd

prime; A(G) is the group of automorphisms of G; AC(G) and Inn(G) are

the normal subgroups of A(G) of central automorphisms and inner

automorphisms, respectively; Gn is the nth member of the lower central

series of G and so G2 is the derived group; Z(G) and Z2(G) are the center

and second center of G, respectively (or Z and Z2 if no ambiguity is

possible); exp G is the exponent of G; |G| is the order of the group G;

for x and y in G, o(x) is the order of the element x, (x, y) is the com-

mutator x~ly"lxy, and (x) is the cyclic subgroup generated by x; Q„(G) =

{x e G:o(x)^pn); and T5n(G) = {xvn:x in G}. In addition, H^G means H

is a subgroup of G and © is used to denote the direct sum of subgroups.

Finally, for groups A and ß, Hom(A, B) is the set of all homomorphisms

from A into B.

There are certain results which we often need and shall use throughout

the paper without further reference. Their proofs may be found in [5],

If a, b, and c are elements of a group G, then (a, be)—(a, c)(a, b)c and

(ab, c) = (a, c)"(b, c). Also |Hom(© At, © A,)| = rL,; |Hom(/L,., B,)\ where

Af and B¡ are Abelian/»-groups. In addition, Hom(C(¿»"), C(pß)) is iso-

morphic to C(pmini"'ß)) where C(n) is the cyclic group of order n. Finally,
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it is assumed that the definition of a regular />group and the basic prop-

erties of such groups are known.

We now state our theorem.

Theorem. If G is a finite non-Abelian modular p-group (p>2), then

\G\ divides \A(G)\.

We may assume that the nilpotency class of G is greater than 2 [4] and

also that G\Z is not metacyclic [3]. Furthermore, we may assume G is

purely non-Abelian [8] and consequently |.4c(G)| = |Hom(G,Z)| [1] which

is then a power of p.

For purposes of notation we shall let 7? be the normal subgroup

lnn(G)Ac(G) of A(G). We note that 7? is a /»-group and our goal is to show

that |7?| = |G|.

We begin by examining in greater detail the structure of G. By [6] and

[7] or [9] we know that G contains a normal Abelian subgroup A and an

element b such that GjA — {bA) and for some fixed nonnegative integer

a, (a, b)=apX for each a in A. Since GjA is Abelian, G2 is contained in A.

Also <x>0. For if a=0, (a, b)=a for each a in A and so G2=A which is a

contradiction since,. GjA is cyclic. Since (a,b)=ap* for each a in A,

^X(A)^G2. We nexi note that (a, bi)=all+"")l-1 is in 13X(A) for each a

in A and integer /_0. Thus by using commutator identities we have that

each commutator is of the form a1"* for some a in A. Thus öaL4)=G2. In

a similar fashion we see that U2x(A)=G3. We can now prove the following

important and useful lemma.

Lemma 1.    G is regular.

Suppose x and y are in G and 77= (x, y). For convenience we may assume

77 is not Abelian. Then (xy)p=xpypcpd where c is in 772 and d is in 77p.

Since G is modular, 77 is also modular. Thus we have 77J,_773=Ucr (772)^

0,(772), where ^ is the "a" for H. Thus d=dv where d is in H2. Since

772_G2 which is Abelian cpd=(cd)p with cd in 772. So (xy)p=xpypzp with

z in 772 and G is regular.

For purposes of notation we let pk=\GjA\ and //"=expG2. Since G

is not Abelian, G2=ÜX(A)>E and so exp A =pm+". Also since for each

a in A, e=(a, b)pm=(a, bpm)=(apm, b), we see that af and A"™ are in

Z and hence that ÜTO(G)_Z. Consequently, m>a. For if w_a, then

G2=^iI('4)=ötl(G)_öm(G)_Z, which means G has nilpotency class 2.

We also observe that since for each a in A, (a, b)—apCl, we have av''=e if

and only if a is in Z. Thus ilx(A)=AC\Z.

In order to find a suitable lower bound on |7?|, we begin by determining

Z and Z2 and consequently their orders.
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First of all we recall that bpm is in Z and thus (b"m)(Ar\Z)^Z. Con-

versely suppose x—b'a with a in A is in Z. Then e=(x, b)=(b'a, ¿>) =

(a, b)=alA and so a is in 0.X(A). For ä in /I, e = (b'a, ä)=(b', ä)=(b, a)'

and so />m|i. Thus Z=(b*m)(Ar\Z)=(b*m)Clll(A). We note that, since

o(bA)=pk, o(b(AnZ))=pk. Furthermore o(bZ)=pm. For if o(bZ)^pm\

then, by the regularity of G, each commutator in G has order ^pm~x

and so exp G^p1"'1. Thus in addition we have k^.m and \Z\ =pk~'"\ü.x(A)\.

Next we investigate Z2 and find its order. First of all it is easily seen

that Z2 can be characterized as the set of all x in G such that (x, b)eZ

and (x, a) eZ for all a in A. For a in Q^X(A), (a, b)=ap" is in QX(A)^Z.

Thus, Ü2a(^)^Z2. Also for a in /I, (a,bpm~x) is in <aI,m>^Z Thus

(¿»J''"~'')L22tI(^4)^Z2. Conversely suppose x=b'a is in Z2 with a in /4. Then

(x, b)=(bia,b)=(a, b)=aJ"1 is in ZnA=Qx(A) and so a is in Cl2x(A).

So now b* is in Z2 and so for ä in A, (b\ a) is in Ar\Z=Q.x(A). Thus

e=(6', ä)pX-=(biI"', ä). So ¿^ is in Z and />m|i>". Hence pm-'\i. So now

Z2=(¿»"m"c,)Ü2íI(^). Since o(bA) = o(bÜ.a(A))=pk, we have o(r7Ü2a(^))=/»Ä:.

Thus|Z2|=/-m+°|Q2a(,4)|.

We can now give our first estimate on \R\.

\R\ = \lnn(G)Ae(G)\ = |Inn(G)| UC(G)|/|Z2/Z|

= ([|G|/|Z|] |/1C(G)|)/(|Z2|/|Z|) = p* \A\ \Ac(G)\lpk-m+'\Ù2x(A)\

= pm^\Ac(G)\(\A\l\£i2x(A)\) = pm~*\Ac(G)\ \V2x(A)\.

We now turn our attention to finding a suitable lower bound for

\AC(G)\. To do this we look at |Hom(G,Z)| which is the same as

|Hom(G/G2,Z)|. For this purpose we shall examine A as well as G¡G2

and Z.
Since exp A=pm+a, A may be written in the form (a,)©S where o(ay)=

pm+a and S is a subgroup. We observe that exp S>p". For if not, then

S^Clx(A)=Ar\Z^Z and so G/Z would be metacyclic with generators

afZ and bZ. Consequently S= (a2)® T where T is a subgroup of order pr,

r^O, and o(a2)=pm*+I with w2>0. Hence, /l = (a1>©<a2)er.

We next turn our attention to GlG2. Let us suppose G/G2=(í51)©- ■ •©

(bv) where bi=biG2 with bt in G and o(bl)=pki with ky^.k2^- • -^/t„.

First of all we observe that t>^3. For otherwise G can be generated by the

two elements b and ay and hence would be metacyclic. We now prove a

sequence of three lemmas each of which will establish an important

relationship to be used in estimating \AC(G)\.

Lemma 2.   o(bG2)=pkl and so k+^ky.

Since exp G/G^/»*1, o(bG2)^pkl. Furthermore, there is g—b'a with
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0^i<pk and a in A such that o(gG2)=pk\ Because G2^A, pk=o(bA)^

o(bG2)^pkl and so ¿1=Â;>a. So e^(gG2)p"=(AiaG2)p*=(Aií,V0[)G2=

bip°G2=(biG2)p* since apX e^x(A)=G2. From (biG2)pX=(gG2)pX7ée, we

can conclude that o(bG2)^pkl and thus o(bG2)=pkl. Since o(bD.x(A))=pk,

o(b)^pk+". Now with o(bG2)=pk\ we see that k^k+oi.

Thus we may now assume without loss of generality that b=bl. Further-

more we observe that Ar1=£.

Lemma 3.   pkl^.expZ.

For the purpose of notation in this lemma let exp Z=pl. We recall

that Q.X(A)^Z and thus /_<x. If oc=/, then since a<fc_rC!, we have that

Ar1=/. Thus we may assume that />a. We now recall that Z=(bpm)Q.x(A)

and since expZ>exp QX(A), we have that o(bpm)=pl and so o(b)=pm+l.

Since exp G2=pm and o(bG2)=pk\ we have Ap™+*1=e. Hence m+A^—m-f /

and so k^l.

Lemma 4.   k2 = a.

Let b2=b\a where b1=b, 0_/<//, and a is in ^4. Then

(b2G2Y* = (fti'flC,)»" = (AfV^G,, = b[v*G2 - (^G,)"*

since ap" is in Oa(^)=G2. Because of the direct sum in G¡G2, we have

(b2G2)pX=e and so a_rc2. Now by way of contradiction suppose /c2<rx.

Since b1,---,bv generate GjG2, b\, b2, • ■ • , bv generate G and hence G2

is the normal closure of {(Af, A3): 1 _/<y_i>}. For ¿_2, we have o(bfi2)=

pt'^pti^p'-1 and thus A?""1 is in G2=^. So when i = 2 (A{,"">"=c

since exp G2=pm. Consequently, for ;=2, (bf~1)pm'"=bf~1 is in il.Cd)^

Z and hence o(b^Z)l£pm~1. So o(A,, A3)^/?m-1 when 1 <¡i<j<iv. This means

exp Ga^p'"'1 since G is regular. This is a contradiction. Thus we now

have k2 = on.

For convenience we now let H=(b3)®- • •©(£„) and let |77|=p". We

note that s>0 since t>_3. Also we can now calculate |G/G2| in two ways.

Since GjG2= (b^® (b2)®H, we have

(1) |G/G2| = pkl+*+s.

Furthermore, \GjG2\ = \Gj,öx(A)\ = \GiA\ \AjJ3x(A)\ and thus we have

(2) |G/Ga| = /|Qa(yl)|.

Taking a careful look at \AC(G)\, we have

\AC(G)\ = |Hom(G/G2,Z)| = |Hom((Â1),Z)| |Hom((Â2),Z)| |Hom(77,Z)|.
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By   Lemma   3,   IHom«^), Z)| = |Z|.   By   Lemma 4,  |Hom((52),Z)| =
|í2„(Z)|^|fía(^)|. Since expZ^p"=pk^pk^- ■ -^pk% we have

|Hom(//,Z)|^/»s.

Hence we now see that \AC(G)\^\Z\ \Q.X(A)\p1^^ "' \Llx(A)\2ps.

This combined with our earlier calculation of \R\ yields

\R\^pm-*\ü2x(A)\pk-m\L\(A)\2p°

(3) ï:pk-°+s\U2x(A)\\Cia(A)\2

(4) ^/-a+s|X|.

First of all let us suppose that r><x where we recall that o(T)=pr. If

expT^p*, then \Cia(A)\^pa+x+c,=p3a. If exp T<p", then T<Clx(A) and

so |Qa(/l)l=/+* |r|=/+<'+r^/»3a. In either case \Clx(A)\^p3*. Then using

(2) we see that |G/G2|^/»i+3<I. Consequently, we have ky+0L+s^.k+3x

from (1). Then Lemma 2 implies that k+ct + oi+s^k + 3a. or that j^a.

Since \G\=pk \A\ we now have |/i|^|G| by (4). Thus we may assume r<a

and hence just as important we now have T^Q,a(A).

We recall that A = (a1)@(a2)®T where o(ay)=p'"+a and o(a2)=pm*+*

with m2>0. Thus Q.x(A)={af)®{af*)®T. Since o(bClx(A))=pk, bp"=

(apym)œ>(afT*a where wx, h-2=0 and a is in T. Furthermore \0.(A)\ =

p2x+r. We now divide the proof into two major cases.

Case (i). m2^oL. Then bpk"=a^pm+'a^pm2+' since exp T<¡pr. Since

m, w2^a, we have bpk+T is in Ua(A) = G2. Thus k+r^ky because o(bG2) —

pkl. Hence, by (1) and (2), ky + a.+s=k+2a.+r and so rC + r-+a+j>

rc + 2a+r which means s^a. Again by (4) we have |/?|^|G|.

Case (ii).    m2<a. To finish this case we consider two possibilities.

Subcase (a), a—w2^r. Let r=a.—m2+ß where /S^O. Then bpk*'=

awlv^«-^ßaw2V^i> sin"ce ßP'=e   Because ^^o and  *>m2,  bpk+T is in

üa(A) = G2 and as in Case (i), k+r^kx and again as in Case (i), |/?|;>|G|.

Subcase (b). *-m2>r. Then b^^""'=a^pn+"m'a^pa where ap'~^=e

since a—m2>r. Again we have A^^"'2 is in 0^/1) = G2 and so A: + a—m2^.

ky. From (1) and (2) we see that kx + oi+s=k + 2ai-\-r and thus /c + a—

w2-|-a+i^rc+2a-|-/'. So now s^.m2 + r. Since w2<a we have that

ö2a(/l)=(af°'} and so \ÖU(A)\ =pm~*. Thus (3) yields

in]  ;>  _&—ot+«-,m—ï/_2a+r\2 ;>     fc+m+2af2r+s >.   _*+m+2ot+3r+ma

At the same time

igi = p*i/ii = pipm+=rpm2fy = /+m+2",n2fr.

Hence |/?|^|G| and the proof is now complete.
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